
 
 

How to enjoy your Face Factor™ pdf game cards: 
1. There are game cards backs followed by the cards in this pdf document. 
2. Print at home on card stock choosing 2-sided printing matching back cards to the front. Cut individual cards for play.  
3. You can also have a local shop print them on heavy white cardstock in color choosing 2-sided printing. 
4. Game Play Instructions are included below. 
5. If you have a d4 die, that’s the best way to play!  If not, you can use the FREE CHOICE option for each play. 
6. Hope you and your faces have fun! 
 

THE WIN: Player with the highest score after 3 completed rounds wins Face Factor™. 
 
GAME PLAY:  
• The person with the most hair on their head and face combined chooses who goes first.  
• Play continues counterclockwise to complete a round.  
• First player sets the Face Factor™ box top horizontally with the inside of the box facing them.  
• Then, they pick a card from the deck and without any expression, reads the 3 scenarios aloud.  
• Roll the die inside the box top without others seeing the die. The number on bottom of the die corresponds to the Face 

Factor™
 
scenario on the card.  

• Rolling a ‘1’ means acting out scenario ‘1’ on the card, likewise, rolling a ‘2’ or a ‘3’ means acting scenarios 2 or 3 
respectively.  

• Rolling a ‘4’ is a FREE CHOICE allowing the player to choose the scenario to act out.  
• The player should have the attention of the group before acting out the scenario.  
• Unless otherwise specified on the card, he/she must only use their face, to act out the scenario. No sounds, forming 

silent words, hand gestures or body movements allowed; unless the card says otherwise. Players choose either the 
Regular Play or Speed Play.  

• Regular Play Option: After everyone has seen the player’s expression, the player asks the person to their left which 
scenario was acted out. Players continue to guess aloud in turn. 

• Speed Play Option: After everyone has seen the player’s expression, players guess simultaneously by putting up their 
guess using their fingers. At the count of 3 called aloud by the player acting, everyone guesses at ‘ same time. Putting up 
‘1 finger’ for scenario 1, ‘2 fingers’ for scenario 2 and ‘3 fingers’ for scenario 3.  

• In either play option, once a player guesses, they cannot change their guess. The player acting then reveals the correct 
scenario to the group. Choose 1 person to keep score for all players.  

• Each correct guess is worth 2 points to the player guessing. The player acting receives 1 point for each person who 
guessed their scenario correctly.  

• If an actor makes a sound or uses anything other than their face, head or ears to act out the Face Factor™ scenario, 
he/she has 1 point deducted from their score. 

• Once 3 rounds have been completed, the player with the highest score wins!  
 
FAQs:  
Can I make a laughing/crying/whining/screaming/sighing/moaning/any sound to act out my scenario? No, unless the 
card specifies otherwise.  
Can I form silent words with my mouth? Nope.  
Can we reuse the cards for another game play? Yes. You can reshuffle and reuse the cards after the entire deck has 
been played. This is because the die only chooses 1 scenario at a time so in future games, other scenarios may be chosen 
from the same cards.  
What if the player acting receives the same card and the same scenario? If this happens, the player can either pick 
another scenario from the card to act out OR choose a new card from the deck.  
What is a CREATE YOUR OWN card? Here, the player can create 3 scenarios and write them on the card to use that turn. 
This card gets put back into the deck for reuse in future games.  
   
Face Factor™ Terms of Use: 
Face Factor™ game was copyrighted in 2020 and is for ages 17+. 
Neither the Face Factor™ game or any derivative of the game can be sold. 
The Face Factor™ content cannot be changed. 
Face Factor™ is not responsible for the actions or results of those who do not adhere to the terms of use. 
 
 

www.facefactorgame.com 
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